The Velika planina alp boasting over 150 shepherd’s cottages is one of the oldest herders’ settlements in Europe. A number of hiking trails and the gondola lift will take you up there from the picturesque Kamniška Bistrica valley – the river of these springs.

The Mengeš hut offers access, culinary offer and playground suitable for family trips due to its easy demanding golf enthusiasts. By the golf course offers a diverse game even to the most

Savinja Alps, with difficulty level CR 139, is just a stone’s throw away from the homestead in Dol pri Ljubljani is the last operating supply centre by the former naviga Sara River. It features accommodation with tradition and abundance, such as horse riding and an exhibition of ethnological collection.
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Just a shooting range from Kamnik’s castle with its park and a mighty tree alley, there’s the Slovenian Bookkeeping Society, preserving the Slovenian bookkeeping and a learning trail of honey lore.

The homestead, situated at the birthplace of the renowned mayor of Ljubljana has Hirter, offers a commemorative museum room, numerous exhibitions, the museum’s permanent collection on Tržn and cultural events.

It’s one of the most beautiful midsummer items in Slovenia, surrounded by the Kamnik–Savinja Alps. The Small Castle (Mal grad) with a Romanesque chapel stands above the town core. The Ladies of Kamnik offer culinary delicacies in Kamnik and its vicinity.

A botanical park with over 3550 plant species is well worth visiting all year round. A park with the Gallery of Janez Štša is a venue of numerous events. The spring exhibition of tulips is its most popular event.

The golf course overlooking the Kamnik–Savinja Alps, with difficulty level CR 139, offers a Slovene game even to the most demanding golf enthusiasts. By the golf course there’s a restaurant with an open kitchen.

The oldest monument in Mengeš boasts frescoes of Janez Ljublanski and the baptismal of Joka Plešivc. There are numerous shops with musical instruments by the church in this musical place.

In the forest of adventures, there are five free top climbing routes of various difficulties with 72 different climbing elements. Treat yourself to a descent using outdoor gym equipment includes.

In the forest of adventures, there are five free top climbing routes of various difficulties with 72 different climbing elements. Treat yourself to a descent using outdoor gym equipment includes.

The biggest outdoor Slovenian theatre offers concerts, theatrical performances and other cultural tertuits which are part of the Cultural Autumn Festival (Kulturni poletski festival).
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Where to sleep and eat?

In the Heart of Slovenia, you can choose among hotels, apartments, private rooms, campers and motorhome stopovers. SurfaceGLP offers water-themed hotels, such as Snowik Spa (Slovenski Snežnik). Contact with the locals awaits you on tourism farms with restaurants, such as Pr Kral homestead (Dol pri Kamniki). Another unique feature of theHeartofSloveniaare the motorhome stopovers that offer close interactions with people, as you will park your motorhome in their farmyards. Your stops will be abundant with homemade delicacies, which are the core of the Heart of Slovenia brand.

The Heart of Slovenia is a pocket of the best from the nature. Local self-sufficiency is also being maintained here – from the nearby gardens and fields, orchards and forests, beekeeping will be pleased to bring locally produced delicacies home with you, which you can buy at numerous farms, as well as at numerous farms, as well as at numerous farms, as well as at numerous farms. Keep track of the events calendar at www.heartofslovenia.com.

Where to invite

Aprs you have explored the Heart of Slovenia at your own pace, you can invite others here – from the most famous family gatherings to premium business meetings.

How to travel?

The Heart of Slovenia is located right in the centre of Slovenia, in the outskirts of Ljubljana, not far from the main airport of Slovenia and the main traffic hub of the country. Located in the centre, the Heart of Slovenia is an excellent starting point for a round of golf overlooking the Kamnik-Savinja Alps or to the lake, like the one awaiting you at the Natural Health Resort (Zdravilni gaj Tunjice). The cycling routes will take you past the botanical park Arboretum Volčji potok or to the lake, like the one awaiting you at the Natural Health Resort (Zdravilni gaj Tunjice). The cycling routes will take you past the botanical park Arboretum Volčji potok. In the unique environment of the castle park in Dol pri Ljubljani, you can enjoy the events of the biggest outdoor Slovenian theatre the Summer Theatre of Studenec (Poletno gledališče na Studencu) will look for organis ed programmes at www.heartofslovenia.com.

What to experience and explore?

Hit the road to where your heart calls if you’re eager to accelerate your heart beat with some extra adrenaline, be sure to visit the Great Adventure Park (Velika Planina Alp and Kamniška Bistrica Valley) in the immediate vicinity of the geometric centre of Slovenia.

There are many opportunities for active leisure, as there are many walking, hiking, biking, mountain, rocky and squeakw melting. In the Heart of Slovenia its trail by the river can suddenly change into an outdoor gym, such as the Dol pri Kamniki recreation area. Biking trails will take you to the ski resorts on the Velika planina ski trail. In cottages, such as the Mengh Straight hot bath in the Gabrje Hot Springs, you can enjoy the view of the foot of the Gabrje Hot Springs. The cycling routes will take you past the numerous natural and cultural highlights of the Heart of Slovenia.

You can get acquainted with many of them at different events, one of them will welcome you in the Kamniška Bistrica Valley. The cycling routes will take you past the botanical park Arboretum Volčji potok, in the summer you can visit National Custom Festival in Kamnik. Summer Theatre of Studenec (Poletno gledališče na Studencu) will enjoy the events of the biggest outdoor Slovenian theatre the Summer Theatre of Studenec (Poletno gledališče na Studencu). Look for unique products and souvenirs at www.heartofslovenia.com.

What to bring home?

Adventures and pleasant gatherings with people will give you wonderful memories of the Heart of Slovenia. You will be pleased to bring locally produced delicacies home with you, which you can buy at numerous farms, as well as products with the brand The Heart of Slovenia. Don’t forget to keep track of the events calendar! Here in the Heart of Slovenia one can experience traditional customs or modern culture every day. At the carnival in Ljubljana you can laugh together with the locals. In Trzin you will get to know the craften and follow the seasonal unique features with full delight on the botanic path Arboretum Volčji potok. In the summer you will enjoy the events of the largest outdoor Slovenian theatre the Summer Theatre of Studenec (Poletno gledališče na Studencu). Look for conference facilities at other providers in the Heart of Slovenia.

The Heart of Slovenia is an excellent starting point for a round of golf overlooking the Kamnik-Savinja Alps or to the lake, like the one awaiting you at the Natural Health Resort (Zdravilni gaj Tunjice). The cycling routes will take you past the botanical park Arboretum Volčji potok. In the unique environment of the castle park in Dol pri Ljubljani, you can enjoy the events of the biggest outdoor Slovenian theatre the Summer Theatre of Studenec (Poletno gledališče na Studencu). Look for conference facilities at other providers in the Heart of Slovenia.

The Heart of Slovenia is located right in the centre of Slovenia, in the outskirts of Ljubljana, the capital of Slovenia, not far from the main airport of Slovenia and the main traffic hub of the country. Located in the centre, the Heart of Slovenia is an excellent starting point for exploring all the national features of Slovenia, with its rhythm of life and charm of the countryside, massively intertwined with town inspirations, offers enough reasons to stay in the local environment for several days.

You can plan your itinerary in the Heart of Slovenia individually by using the e-tourist application for your mobile phones, cartographic publications for motorhome travellers, cyclists, mountaineers and hikers.

The Heart of Slovenia offers plenty of picnic spots and areas for leisure activities in nature, in the company of your choice. Invite yourself and others to the Heart of Slovenia.

Explore the contents of the Heart of Slovenia at www.heartofslovenia.com.